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YOUR DOG, PARTNER FOR YOUR SPORTS ACTIVITIES



ANTONY LE MOIGNE
I-DOG AMBASSADOR



I-DOG brand products are manufactured by the 
French company CANO CONCEPT. They are 
specialized in dog equipment. CANO CONCEPT 
owns the brands CANIHUNT and I-DOG.

The research and development of our articles 
with technical features and high quality 
are the essential factors that push CANO 
CONCEPT to be one of the best in this field.

CHOOSING YOUR EQUIPMENT

HARNESS TIPS

ANTONY LE MOIGNE
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Réglages Légèreté Confort
Utilisations en 

compétition *

Utilisations 

intensives **

Utilisations 

occasionnelles 

& loisirs ***

Utilisations 

citadine ****

Harnais X-BACK ONE

Ceinture ONE Taille unique

Longe de traction ONE *

Harnais STYLE

Baudrier STYLE Taille unique *

Longe de traction STYLE

Harnais CONFORT

Baudrier CONFORT Taille unique

Longe de traction CONFORT *

Harnais PHOENIX

Baudrier CANYON Taille unique

Longe de traction OPALE
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ALMConfortStyleOne

* Use in a official competition - 
according to  the discipline and 
the federations rules

** Use with a strong traction of 
the dog during practice

*** The dog runs without 
traction

**** Urban use without 
running

According to your practice level and traction strength of your dog
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STYLE & CONFORT RANGE

The STYLE and CONFORT ranges are measured differently from the ONE Range. 

Choose the size of the harness by taking the chest measure-ment A at the widest 
part of your dog’s ribcage.

The neck circumference should be taken with a flexible tape measure at the lowest 
point of the neck (see figure below). 

If the dog’s neck circumference measurement is in between two sizes, it is 
recommended to choose the smaller size. 

Floating of the harness when stationary (without traction) is completely normal.

TIPS FOR CHOOSING THE SIZE OF THE DOG HARNESS

Neck circumference

CollarONE & ALM RANGE

Harness sizes XXS XS S M L XL

HARNESS ONE neck circumference 38-40cm 41-43cm 44-46cm 47-49cm 50-52cm

HARNESS ONE weight 143gr 151gr 158gr 193gr 199gr

HARNESS ALM neck circumference 32-36cm 35-42cm 38-48cm 44-54cm 48-58cm 52-62cm

HARNESS ALM weight 295gr 320gr 330gr 408gr 421gr 433gr

Harness sizes XS S M L XL

Chest circumference for harness STYLE 49-62cm 54-68cm 62-84cm 68-92cm 82-120cm

Chest circumference for harness CONFORT 54-68cm 62-84cm 68-92cm 82-120cm
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MULTIPLE FRENCH CHAMPION
CANICROSS AND DOGSCOOTING

WORLD CHAMPION CANICROSS
2013 (ITALY) AND 2015 (CANADA)

WORLD CHAMPION TEAM-RELAY WITH
FRANCE 2019 (SWEDEN)

EUROPEAN CHAMPION CANICROSS
2014 (FRANCE) AND 2015 (SCOTLAND)

EUROPEAN CHAMPION VETERANS
2019 (BELGIUM) (THIRD OVERALL)

VICE EUROPEAN CHAMPION
2016 (ENGLAND) AND 2018 (SWEDEN)

THIRD PLACE IN CANICROSS 
WORLDCHAMPIONSHIP 2018 (POLAND)

ANTONY  
LE MOIGNE
I-DOG AMBASSADOR
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CANICROSS DOGSCOOTING

SKI JOERING

BIKEJORING

COMPETITION
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ALM RANGE
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Color :

Size XXS : 
I06BXXS

Size XS : 
I06BXS

Size S :
I06BS

Size M :
I06BM

Size L : 
I06BL

Size XL : 
I06BXL

Reference :

The special feature of the PHOENIX harness is that it is designed like an X-BACK 
pulling harness in terms of shape and function. In addition, it offers a unique 
and innovative advantage: adjustment possibilities of the 5 central areas so 
that it adapts perfectly to the dog’s anatomy during intensive pulling work.

The PHOENIX harness meets the most extreme requirements in terms of 
lightweight and comfort. Due to its tensile strength and performance it is 
perfectly suited for the use in competition that requires highest quality materials

Adjustment on both 
sides of the neck to 
adapt the diameter to 
the neck of the dog

Adjustments that ensure 
the connection of the back 
parts so that the harness fits 
the dog’s body correctly 

Refining the lateral connection between 
the abdominal part of the harness and the 
upper neck in order to balance the traction 
force between the straps connecting the 
upper and lower part of the neck

Allows adjustment of the belly 
section so that the harness 
strap can be positioned well 
at the level of the dog’s ribs.

Adjusting the distance between 
the two abdominal straps, which, 
depending on the shape of the 
chest, provides maximum support 

and prevents the harness from 
twisting on one side or the other

The materials used for the 
adjustment buckles are made of 
flexible plastic and do not cause 
discomfort or injury to the dog

Durable polyester upper 
material and MESH foam lining 

eliminate the effects of sweat

PhOENIx
World Champion

PHOENIX HARNESS
ALM RANGE
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4 elastische Seitenteile, die 
perfekt zu den Bewegungen des 
Läufers passen. Die Befestigung 
des Zugpunktes ist unabhängig 
vom Verschlusssystem

With zipper pocket for 
stowing items such as 
mobile phone, keys, etc.

Ultra resistant RIPSTOP 
outer fabric

MESH foam lining 
eliminates sweat effects

A reflective edge is embedded 
in the harness, making it easily 
visible at night in difficult 
lighting conditions

Ultralight carabiner (37g) 
prevents line sway and 
ensures straight pulling 
direction while running

Thanks to a double loop, the 
tension straps do not loosen 
even under heavy use. In 
addition, each of them has 
2 rubber bands to fix the 
excess strap after adjustment.

Size : Unique Size Color :Reference : l13B CANYON
World Champion

CANYON WAIST BELT
ALM RANGE

The CANYON hip belt meets the highest standards of lightness (390g) and comfort. Its strength 
and performance are perfectly adapted to competitive use, which requires optimal material 
properties. Its unique design allows it to define an adequate traction point at seat height, which 
reduces pressure on the lumbar vertebrae and increases the traction transmitted to the runner.
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The traction leash OPALE has been designed taking two criteria into account : the weight and the pulling force of the dog. 
It comes in 5 products types :
• 3 article variants with a maximum length of 190cm (elastically stretched to 100%) for small DOG / medium DOG / strong 
DOG for use with Canicross and Canitrail.
• 2 article variants with a maximum length of 240cm (elastically stretched to 100%) for medium DOG / strong DOG for use 
with Bikejoring, Dogscooting and Skijoring.

OPALE
Multiple French Champion

   Ultralight carabiner (28g)

Handle on the side of 
the carabiner to keep the 

leash as close as possible 
to the dog, especially 

when starting a competition

10/20kg    15/35kg 25/50kg

Size 190cm   
Weight 133gr

Small Dog : 
I21BSMALL

Medium Dog :
I21BMEDIUM

Strong Dog :
I21BSTRONG

Size 240cm   
Weight 149gr

Long Medium Dog : 
I22BMEDIUM

Long Strong Dog : 
I22BSTRONG

Color :Reference :

Long version for Bikejoring

OPALE BUNGEE LEASH
ALM RANGE

Large suspension, 
which fits the weight 
and traction of your 
dog according to 
the article number
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ONE RANGE
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The X-BACK ONE harness is designed to fulfil the requirements of dogs practising an active sport with their owner, such 
as CANICROSS, CANI-HIKING, BIKE JORING, …

The X-BACK ONE harness is really lightweight and its design allows you to use the maximum pulling power offered by 
your dog to meet the performance requirements of these sports.

The X-BACK ONE harness is suitable for most dogs: Nordic dogs, German shepherds, most hunting dogs, shepherd dogs, 
retrievers...

Color :

Size XS : 
I05OXS

Size S : 
I05OXS

Size M :
I05OM

Size L :
I05OL

Size XL : 
I05OXL

Reference :

X-BACK ONE HARNESS
ONE RANGE

Pull rope with 5mm thickness
MESH foam padding
for maximum comfort

Durable webbing with reflective 
inserts for optimal night vision
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The wide fit adapts to the runner’s back in the best possible way. The positioning of this harness should be above the 
buttocks or as low as possible on the back to optimise the pulling power of the dog while avoiding jerky jolts.

With its ultra-light weight of 250g the hip belt ONE offers optimal comfort.

The Canicross leash can be connected to a rope, which is fixed on rings on each side of the belt.

Zip pocket for keys, cell phone, etc.

ONE CANICROSS WAIT BELT
ONE RANGE

Strap with buckle 
adjustable to the 
size of the user

Ultra resistant RIPSTOP outer 
fabric

MESH foam lining eliminates 
sweat effects

Unique Size Color :Reference : l12O 
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Designed for regular Canicross practitioners, the leash is practical, light and comfortable for everyone.

The leash is made up of an elastic damping system and remains soft, thanks to the round elastic strap. This system allows 
to control the jerks while the dog is running. 

The CANICROSS ONE leash measures 150 cm when relaxed and 200 cm when stretched to the maximum, which makes 
the ONE leash perfectly compliant with the requirements of Canicross federations.

Its low weight of 220g allows it to meet all technical requirements. Co-developed by Canicross specialists.

ONE TRACTION LEASH
ONE RANGE

Unique Size : 150/200cm Color :Reference : l29O 

The leash has a snap hook 
with a very high quality 
one handed quick 
release system at each 
end of the leash.

The tubular strap is 
equipped with a round 
shock absorber having 
an optimal hardness. 
It allows the use for 
dogs whose weight is 
higher than 15 kg. Its low 

weight of 220gr allows 
it to meet the technical 

requirements co-developed 
by Canicross specialists
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STYLE RANGE
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The STYLE harness is highly technical as well as stylish. It is the ideal accessory for a walk in town, but 
also for walks in the countryside.

This harness has a handle to hold the dog and it is also composed with two fastening rings. It is 
therefore possible to attach a leash to the top or bottom of the dog.

The STYLE harness is equipped with a coupling hook system for use in Canicross, Canihiking 
or for other occasional sporting use.

STYLE HARNESS
STYLE RANGE

Ergonomic handle

Color :

Size XS : 
I04GXS

Size S : 
I04GS

Size M :
I04GM

Size L :
I04GL

Size XL : 
104GXL

Reference :

Front fastening ring

Multi-strap adjustment

Ultra resistant RIPSTOP outer 
fabric

MESH foam lining eliminates 
sweat effects

Traction system

Front pull ring
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Color :

This belt has a zip pocket to insert items such as a smartphone, keys and other important items. 

The backside adapts perfectly to the back of the runner. 

Two adjustable straps ensure that the seat of the belt does not shift and the runner’s centre of gravity is kept as low as 
possible when pulled by the dog.

This hip belt is connected to the CANICROSS traction leash via a movable snap hook on a strap.

STYLE WAILT BELT
STYLE RANGE

This carabiner is a special quick-
release fastener so that the 
dog can be released 
quickly in case of a 

problem

Unique Size Color :Reference : l11G 

Ultra resistant RIPSTOP outer 
fabric

MESH foam lining eliminates 
sweat effects

Adjustable pull straps

Zip pocket for keys,
 cell phone, etc.

Double detachable strap to 
keep the hip belt in the crotch. 

Optimises the centre of gravity 
and offers optimum comfort
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This leash is composed with an elastic damping system: a soft damping inside the 20mm 
flat elastic strap. 

This system allows to control the jerks given by the dog during the race. 

The leash has a high quality carabiner for extreme support and two handles.

STYLE TRACTION LEASH
STYLE RANGE

The STYLE Coupler is a double coupler to walk two dogs at the same time 
on one leash. 

It can also be used during a sports activity with your dog in «traction» mode.

STYLE COUPLER
STYLE RANGE

Reference : I28G Color :Unique Size 130/200cm

Reference : I40S Color :Unique Size 

Karabiner with one-
hand quick release 
system

Double handle at each 
end of the pull line

Flexible elastic 
damping system 
with flat belt
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CONFORT RANGE
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The CONFORT harness fits perfectly thanks to numerous adjustment facilities. 

It adapts the shape of the dog’s body and offers him comfort while pulling. 

An ergonomic handle is placed on the CONFORT harness in the dog’s back area and ensures a better hold while the dog is resting.

CONFORT HARNESS
CONFORT RANGE

The ergonomic high 
quality CONFORT harness 
guarantees your dog comfort 
and safety while pulling

Color :

Size S : 
I03BS

Size M :
I03BM

Size L :
I03BL

Size XL : 
I03BXL

Reference :

Color :

Size S : 
I03PS

Size M :
I03PM

Size L :
I03PL

Size XL : 
I03PXL

Reference :

This carabiner is a special 
quick release buckle so 
that the dog can be 
quickly released in case 
of a problem.

The CONFORT harness 
provides your dog with 
maximum comfort thanks to 
the adjustable side straps.

These ensure a perfect fit 
and optimum adaptation to 

the shape of the dog’s body 
so that he can run unhindered.

Harness made of 
neoprene material 
for a pleasant use. 
Also helps when 

swimming.
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The Canicross belt consists of a wide backrest ensuring a fi rm hold ofthe back while running. 

The Canicross belt has two detachable strapsfor a good hold of the belt and optimisation of the centre of gravity ofthe 
runner when the dog is pulling you. The Canicross waist belt is attached to the Canicross leash by a strapfeaturing a 
damping system with integrated elastic material.

To ensure better tracking of the dog while running, a movable carabiner is fastened to the strap of the lead. 

The Canicross waist belt features a pocket for a water bottle and twoother zip pockets for storing your smartphone or 
your keys, in order to not lose them.

CONFORT WAIST BELT
CONFORT RANGE

Unique SizeReference : l10P        l10B

The ultralight snap hook (37g) 
is a quick release fastener with 
a pull tab for quick release of 
the dog when needed

Pocket for water 
bottle as well 
as two further 
zipper pockets 
for mobile phone, 

key ring etc.

iDog bottle include !

The pull strap has 2 rubber 
bands to fix the protruding 
strap

Two removable and 
adjustable straps to keep 
the hip belt and thus 
the runner’s centre of 
gravity as low as possible 
when the dog is pulled
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CONFORT TRACTION LEASH
CONFORT RANGE

The CONFORT pulling leash is equipped with a unique double damping system to absorb the shocks of running with the dog 
through two different types of suspension.

The double damping is the result of combining a 20cm long, flat and softer segment with a round and harder segment. Two 
handles are also integrated.

Unique Size :  150/230cmReference : 127P        127B

Ultralight karabiner (28g)

Two different types of suspension

Two integrated handles
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With the CONFORT PRO and SECURITY CAR dog leashes you can transport your dog in your car with the 
highest possible safety.

You can use them in many different ways, for example for daily walks.

The CONFORT leash, available in two lengths (60 cm and 120 cm) is equipped with an exclusive anti-shock system.
Thanks to the handle lined with a neoprene insert, the leash feels comfortable and sits firmly in the hand.

CONFORT PRO Leash
Art nr. I23BLACK

SECURITY CAR Leash
Art nr.      I26B       I26P      I26GREY

The CONFORT towing lines, available in 5m and 10m, are made of polyester, flat and non-slip.

To prevent slipping in the hand, the CONFORT towing line offers an effective grip due to its 3 integrated 
rubber inserts along its entire length.

CONFORT PRO & SECURITY CAR LEASHES

CONFORT Elastic Leash 60 cm
Art nr.      I24B       I24P      I24GREY

CONFORT Elastic Leash 120 cm
Art nr.      I25B       I25P      I25GREY

CONFORT TOWING LINE
Art nr. 5ml - I30B05  10ml - I30B10

CONFORT LINE

CONFORT TOWING LINE
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CONFORT LONG LEASHES
CONFORT RANGE



PREMIUM Collar Polyurethane
thick 3,5mm - dim. 2,5x65cm

Ref. I152506

Ref. I152508

Ref. I152503

Ref. I152505

Ref. I152507

Ref. I152502

The PREMIUM collars are strong and have a safety buckle.

Unique I-DOG buckle with double spike for extra security of the neck. 
Innovative plastic cover for protection of the collar buckle.

Unique buckle with the logo on the front in shiny epoxy finish. 
Exceptional feel due to 3 mm thick Polyurethane material.

COLLAR in TPU polyurethane, 3,5 mm thick, 25mm wide and 65cm 
long. 4 rivets, 22 adjustment holes, for shortening by yourself
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PREMIUM COLLAR
PREMIUM RANGE



The iDog brand participates in many dog events (sporting events, competitions, etc.).

The iDog team consists of more than 20 runners and ambassadors who represent the brand at 
various sporting events throughout Europe.
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IDOG COMPETITION TEAM
IDOG PRO

IDOG EVENTS
IDOG PRO
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www.i-dog.eu

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR

+49 (0) 931/88 065 016

www.x-wild.eu - info@x-wild.eu

Neumühle 5, D-97727 Fuchsstadt


